Spelling - Silent letters

Learn
In some words we do not pronounce every letter. Some letters are silent.
Island knee night salmon castle flight whistle

Choose k or w to complete each word.

___ not ___ rist ___ rite ___ nife ___ night ___ reck
___ rap ___ nit ___ now

Now write the whole word you have made above.

________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

Write the words from the following box in the correct column.

comb talk lamb gnat whistle calf
crumb gnarled chalk wrist Knee gnome
gnaw thumb calm write listen know
knock knockers knob wrinkle wrong wrangle
wring knit knuckle knife numb

Silent b Silent g Silent l Silent k Silent w Silent t

________ ________ ________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________ ________ ________
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Using some of the words learnt so far in this exercise, write the answer to each clue.

You use this to keep your hair tidy. ____________
A baby cow. ____________
A baby sheep. ____________
Another word for speak. ____________
A dog does this to a bone. ____________
A small person like an elf. ____________
A part of your hand. ____________

Put the missing letters into these words.
Pa __ m has __ en bri __ t thou __ dau __ ter
Nes __ le cha __ k wei __ ta __ king sa __ mon

Use the words you have learnt so far to complete these sentences.
The fishmonger used the scale to ___________ the ____________.
Her ____________ was a ______________ , happy girl.
The teacher wrote on the blackboard with __________ while she was __________ .

Spell these words correctly.
Lissen _______ larfter _______ carmly _______
wach _______ chorik _______ dorter _______

Sort out these muddled words.
gothuth _______ tusler _______ kolf _______
kinglaw _______ thimgy _______ netfas _______